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Shade matching is a fundamental part of 
aesthetic dentistry, and mismatches are stressful. 
If the shade of a restoration is wrong and the 
result is obvious, you’ll have an unhappy patient. 

The good news is we can develop the skills 
to make restorations as undetectable as possible. 
Here are my top tips:

One
Take the shade at the start of the appointment. 
Teeth lose moisture fast – in just three minutes 
– and lose ‘value’ (become brighter) as they do. 

Two
Take a shade using natural light, or artificial 
lighting that has been calibrated to 5500k 
(daylight). Shades taken under artificial light, or 
light from a camera flash, will result in a poor 
match. 

Three
Learn your composites. Different companies use 
different formulations and one company’s A1 
may be the same as another’s A2, which may be 
the same as B1 on the Vita shade guide! Custom 
shade tabs help. Remember Vita shade guides are 
made from acrylic that is optically different from 
composite resin. Ensure you are using the shade 
guide from your composite kit and that this 
shade guide is actually made from the composite 
you are using. The use of custom ‘home made’ 
shade tabs can also help!
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Four
Pick the correct value and you’ll often get away 
with a slight discrepancy in hue and chroma. A 
more translucent material will lower value and a 
more opaque material will increase it. 

Five
Bleach prior to starting anterior cosmetic work 
when possible, as lighter teeth are easier to 
shade match. Leave at least two weeks between 
completion of bleaching and shade taking, to 
allow for the colour to stabilise, as well as the 
quality of the bond.

Six
Perfect your polish. Increasing the polish will 
allow light to pass through, allowing for a more 
natural transmission from material to tooth.

Eight
Keep it simple. Nine out of 10 posterior 
restorations can be restored with B1 for an enamel 
layer, and the highest chroma dentine you have 
available: A4, A5, or the corresponding shade 
for your chosen brand. For an extra flourish, a 
bleach shade can be placed sparingly onto cuspal 
inclines using white opaque flowable/stains. 

Figure 1: Custom made shade tabs can help you get 
an accurate result

Figure 2: Perfect your polish

The BACD’s annual conference will be held 
over 6-8 November in Liverpool. For more 
information or to register, visit  
www.bacdconference.co.uk. 

Seven
Take your time. You don’t always need to go 
straight to finish with anterior restorations. Ask 
your technician for a biscuit try-in and you’ll 
receive back an unglazed restoration. This allows 
you a trial fit to check contour and value. Good 
communication with your technician using 
photographs and shade diagrams will allow 
them to make some final changes prior to the 
definitive fit.

Figure 3: Ask your technician for a biscuit try-in and 
you’ll receive an unglazed restoration

Figure 4: Posterior restorations can be simple

Nine
Communicate with your lab, which includes 
perfecting your photography. Photographs with 
and without contrasters show detail within the 
tooth; a black and white image of shade tabs next 
to the tooth helps select the correct value.  

Figure 5: Photography is key to communication

Ten 
Be a perfectionist. If something doesn’t look 
good, do it again. Although it might seem a pain 
redoing something for free, a happy patient is the 
best advertising you can get. 


